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ANt)P'I'RAIL P1ICROSCOPE - A NEW OPTICAL DEVICE: FmR INVESTIGATING OBJECTS WITH
WEAK CONTRAST

lollowing is the translation ot an article by M. A.
Peshkov, appearing in the Russian-language periodical
EIspekhii Sovremennoy Biologii (Successes of Modern Biol•gv) 1955, Vol. 39, Issue 2, pages 253--256.
Translai
performed by Sp/7 Charles T;. O:;tcrtag, Jr.

the development of the
'. o
oft'ttcntrast
n
microscopy (Kohler
"',') and the implantation in
laboratories of this
valuablo ,-o'thod, mastered by our industry a long time ago, more than once
atteripts were made to improve the work of tht. phase-contrast microscope
which nevertheless possessed many deficirncles.
One of the mnost
imporrtallt ,hifciencies is the loss of conrtr.,i't of the image when superimposini, ,n. object on another, and also a lowering of resolving power
due to a' sharp reduction of the numcrical i-.n-rture of strong objects as
a restlt of the small diameter of the riui,,-like phase plate and the
corrý-+'t;•.t i.zi reduction of the numerical apoerture of the condenser.
'fri','

an,1 fo,,

At,
iiit:resting novelty in the tlidd of interference contrasting was
the new miutlhd of light microscopy sugges; ,.itiv Wilska in 1953.
By placing
a ring-lIke layer of soot (analogous to tlm lpihsa ring of phase-contrast
objccti'°,..ý) on one of the objective: le-n•.
.ind using the ring-like
diap, hr.i,.
the corresponding aperttIrt , i..ctd in the condenser, Wilska
desipned a device, giving the effect of o..gottive phase-contrast, but
consid,'L.,l 1, :;urpassing it and devoid ul lk' .,hove listed defects of this
m.ththl.
T', Iickground of the field ol
i ut is an agreeable sepia tone,
4, ,,t.
o,r objects is increased ,..:,.
.1: .and the objects themselves
nri, ,'-!'.
e
various shades of a gold.,-, ,owntoile.
T

pre.•,ft.'.
he nar(',o

i

iit-[,, iqva..rud, where much data was
" .a lengthy article by
.- ,.erntng the arrangemen* of
,lL.A-,:;cope of this type which
ii•,n,-rnl. Also numerous mtc'.,
-. ,i.
k iphs ',ere published,

IItlustratLltt, 01)w exroptional properties o'

the. new method.

'-riling into consideration the spa-se -lirections of Wilska (1953,
19'j4) concerning the alteration of ordinary .,bjectives into anoptral
(Wilska, 110,39 1954), in August 1954 we uere able to prepare our own
anoptral Imicroscope and with tTie help of it conduct several-scientific
investigations, the results of which were reported: 16 September 1954 at
a colloquium of the Cytology Department of the IMZh Institut Morfologii
ZhivtnyIth A. N. Severtseva, A. N. Severtseva Institute of Animal
Morphology (with a demonstration of diapositives), 28 October 1954 -- at,
the Scientific Council of the IMZh (with a demonstration of diapositives
and movie film), on 10 December 1954 ut the Histology Section of the
Moscow Society of Nature Investigators (also with a demonstration of

diapositives and new film), and on 24 December 1954 at the Leningrad
Optical Institute at a colloquium of the A. N. Zakharyevskty corresponding member laboratory, AN, USSR.
Reports about the results of
working with this new device caused considerable interest everywhere.
This makes it proper to strongly recommend the anoptral microscope to
the attention not only of microscopist--cytologists, but to all other
persons of other specialities which use the microscope to study objects
of weak contrast. Our optical industry must be convinced of ttie
neeossity for the most rapid mastering of and production of anoptral
microscopes for wide utilization. This will increase the power of our
scientific armament with new methods or research.
For preparing the anoptral microscope, we used a Reichert screwtype objective -- homogeneous oil inmmersion 1/12, inherent magnification
100. The objective was screwed off. On the upper surface of the
penultimate lens (counting from the front one) a inyer of soot is placed.
It is obtained by the burning of dimethylbenzene.
The layer should be
of such a thickness that it permits the passage of only 10% of passing
light (the latter is determined empirically).
1hen the body of the
objective, which has been screwed together, is fastened in the chuck of
a lathe, and at a speed that is quite high the layer of soot is ground
off from the edges of the lens with a copper needle.
Then they select
the center of the small circle being formed so that a ring of soot is
obtained, the diameter of which should somewhat exceed half the diameter
of the exit pupil of the converted objectiv".
Vie width of the ring is
established empirically.
It is natural that the center of the ring
should coincide with the optical axis of the objective; this is achieved
by the correct centering of the objective when fixing it in the chuck of
the lathe.
After preparing the ring its dimensions are verified on the
assembled objective which is set up on the microscope and focused on the
object, after which the oct, Jar is replaced by the auxiliary microscope
from the phase-contrast device.
Then a glass disc is prepared which
should freely enter underneath into the condenser mounting for the
aplanatic objective, the numerical aperture of which equals 1.4.
A
small circle made of black paper is pasted on the conter of the disc.
The diameter of the small circle is adjusted empirically, observing its
image with the help of the auxiliary microscope so that the cross section
of its profile in the exit pupil of the anoptral objective was precisely
equal to the inner diameter of the ring made front the layer of soot.
The
disc carrying the small black circle is moved into the condenser mounting
where it is clamped with a upecial spring.
The clearance in the disc is
used for centering the small circle in relation to the ring of soot, which
is done under the control of the auxiliary microscope.
Upon completion of
centering, the glass disc is tightened by the aforementioned spring.
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The Path of Light Rays iII an Anoptral Microscope
The lower black circle a depicts the vertical projection of the
ring diaphragm a of the condenser b.
Light, falling through the ring
diaphragm a, is focused by condenser b on the preparation c and,
passing through the object, reaches the objective d.
In the exit pupil
of the objective d, on surface o there emerges an image of the ring
diaphragm a on which is superimposed the semitransparent ring of soot f,
located between the upper lenses of the objective; the vertical projection
of this ring f is depicted over the objective. In this nuinier, the
amplitude of nondiffracted light during passage through the layer of soot
of tile ring f is reduced by 90%, while the amplitude of diffracted rays is
not changed.
Furthermore, tile ring-like film of soot which includes,
along with the carbon, products of the incomplete burning of dimethylbenzene, apparently acts as an inhibiting phase plate so that the rays of
the neutral maximum undergo not only a reduction of amplitude, but also
a negative phase shift, which after intprference with the diffracted rays
on the surface of the image of the object also leads to the appearance of
an anoptral image.
Furthermore, the film of soot acts as a thick light
filter, lowering the chromatic aberration of the objective and causing the
coloration of the backgro~ind and images of the objects to be an agreeable
sepia tone.
The iris diaphragm of the Abbe illuminating apparatus of the microscope itself is used as the outer edge of the ring-like diaphragm, This
is preferable in comparison to Wilsa 's rn-tbod Pinne it makes it possible
to regulate the effective width of the ring of soot and by this it considerably changes the degree of contrast of the anoptral image.
For setting up the lower ring dinpihragm it is possible to use tile
centering adjustment of the phase-contrast unit, having substituted in it
a condenser for high aperture (1.4) and having placed in the free openings
of the diaphragms the snmll glass circles with special high aperture ring
diaphragms, adjusted to the objective6 which had been made,
Nevertheless, the first
unit permitting the regulation of the width
of the soot ring is undeniably advantageous and this cannot be ignored.
For illumination of the objcct in ain anoptral microscope the Kohler
method (1893) is used.
This is described in detail in the instruction
book for the phase-contrast unit Mhich is included with each device (see
also Shillyaber, 1951).
Sequence of Work with the Anoptral Microscope
The object is mounted on a slide in a Sh-shaped chamber based on
Peshkov (1948) or in a Fonbrune oil chamber (1950), with the consideration
that the overall thickness of the preparation does not exceed 1.2 mm,
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since otherwise it would not be possible to realize the precision
illumination according to Kohler.
Illumination was established according to Kohler with a slight
magnification.
This was done by removing the condenser ring diaphragm
and obtaining in the center of the field of vision both a sharp image
of the object and of the small luminous circle, circumscribed by the

edges of the diaphragm of Lho field of the lamp collector which had
been contracted as much as possible.
1Ten the anoptral objective is sat
up.
It is focused on the object and, having replaced the ocular with
the auxiliary microscope, under visual control the ring-like diaphragm
of the condenser (or only its central part -- the small black circle)
is centered in relation to the ring of soot.
The auxiliary microscope
is replaced by the ocular and the study of the preparation commences.
At the same time that the field of vision of a phase-contrastmicroscope is illuminated 30 times weaker than the field of vision of an
amplitude microscope with an alalogous objective and the same ocular,
in an anoptral mlcroscope, as a result of the passage by the ring of soot

of all told 10% of the light, the illumination is lowered yet by two
times.
This, however, does not serve as an obstacle for obtaining micrographs both with a small exposure (10--20 sec) as well as of Instant
photos (speed filming) when using a low voltage 50 watt tube as the
source of light and a strong light commutator.
As Wilska already pointed out, the pictures obserxed In an
anoptral microscope are considerably superior in contrast than those
usually seen with the phase-contrast method.
The unusually agreeable,
warm brown tone of the background, the very unusual body of the image of

objects,

the opportunity

nse
ulrtlayar oisctal

without any loss

of their contrast, the plasticity and at the same time sharpness of
outline of objects create a very special condition in the observer, whose
acuteness of vision is undoubtedly increased by these conditions.
What
has been said is illustrated by the accompanying tincrophotographs.
Microcolonies
the microphotographs

of the bacteria Caryophanon latum are depicted on
(figures 2, 3).
The light cell membranes and

numerous cell walls of this multicellular bacteria stand out very
sharply. Appearing in e.-.ceptional relief Is the form of individual
cells and their relative arrangement in respect to each other, which is
usually not exposed by other microscopic methods.
Individual specimens
appear illuminated as if from within. One microphotograph (figurc 3)
depicts the edge of an analogous microcolony of Caryophanon latum,
incubated on a thin layer of agar in an oil chamber, Thle speeimens are
unusual in relief and call to mind tangles of coiling snakes. Another
microphotograph (figure 4) shows four microcolonies of Bee. me ather iun1
also incubated in an oil
chamber.
Clearly discernable are the cell
membranes, large fatty Inclusions in the form of light globules and the
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finest inclusions in tile protoplasm of specimetip, which themselves pr.)Vd
Thle
to be tlade up of lightcr (dense) and darker (lees dense) sectors:
inicrophotoraph (figure 5) has grasped the multipli •atl.uu of sporogenous
Also visible in the spechiens are cell membranes, cell walls,
bacilli.
inclusions of protoplasm and sevoral details of its structure. '1lTe next
microphotograph (figure 6) is a print of a live smear of fish blood
(mneropod).

Erythrocytes

and white elements slipping off i.nto the porous

system are visible, The depressed form of the erythrocytes and their
The structurat details
darker structurized nuclei are clearly noti.ceable.
of the sliding leucocytes is very Litceresting. Attention is called to tile
extreme volutinosity of the group of l etcocytes, which ,.nWs as if sauck
together.
14honi gvudving the image of ohjects in an auoptral microscope the
impression is created that in the field of vision thero are zones of
dark and light aituatod over each other; a volumetric object seems
partially limnersed In both zones, which furthers the extreme relief of
It is understood that this is only an impression, at the
the image,
Personnel
basis of which lieo a yet unexplain .I physical phenomenon,
acquainted with the Fuko shadow method which is used for the investigation of forms of optical surfaces, when working with the anoptral
microscope ernnot get rid of the sensation that in this case the
increased relief of the image is somehow connected with tihe knife
principle (shadow method), the role of which may be played by the edge
of the ring-like diaphragut, but 90" of Otlt nondliffracted light is
't ( : t ! ich a sufficiently contrastabsorbed by the soot ring, as a
ing hackground is created for obtainfng ,n,_l of the effects of dark field,
on which the shadow method is based.
Tii as nuch ns c-even or, -ithe probie,, cen,,cef'nril- the weehanism of
inmge formation in the phase-contrast microrcope not everything is
completely clear (Wilska, 1953, 19511), it i1 more difficult yet to
establish to what category of optical plionomena t:he pictures appearing in
If Wileka himself (1953) does
all anoptral microscope should be rogarded.
not go Into a discussion of this interesting problem, only contrasting
che pictures given by the anoptral microscope with the inmage of a
in his article "New
I1l•h)
thin Rarer
positive phase-contrast devir_,
Method ot 1,ight Microscopy" points U theI.LCt 0L.1t the anoptral method
is based on the use of the principle of '..•q1,itudo contrast" (Oettle,
.k92. This method is
1
1.950), first observed already by Bratusclhek I,
iou6ti!crablt am1loulnit of nondifbased on the artificial absorption of a
fracted light, which is achieved by wOtiu.L g in tLhe exit pu)pil of the
objective an ibsorbing layer, screening, off tlc area of the neutral
During this, the amplitude of light, diffracted by the amplitude
maximum.
As a result of the subsequent interference of
object, is not lowered.
diffracted and weakened nondiffracted rays in the plane of the object's
image, its image emerges considerably more contrasting than the object
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itself (doe Outtle,

1950).

With complete opacity of the ring of soot,

an inage would emerge which is constructed exclusively by means of
diffracted rmtye, that is,
formed on the principle of dark field wIth n
Barur (1450) also dwelled on the
central dlarketing in the object[te.
possibility of the emrergenc, of a phase efiect, caused by the layer of
soot, which probably works ao an inhibiting film, guaranteeing the
eomrgence of negative phaso-contrast superimposed on the effect of
amplitude contrast.
Apparently Wilsks himself (1953a) agreed with those
findings.
'Te dark fringe surrounding the object (see microphotographs,
fi.,ureo 1-5) also speaks in favor of the phnee-contrant nature of the
anoptral imago,
Thits, Iu the opinion of Zernike (1942) emerges as a
result of the Inter feretic-e of di ffract vd rays, p.-iLtally penetrnattnrl
through the pha•e plate, while the width of the fringe is usually
reversely proporlioual to the width of the phase ring.
In this mannar, apparently, the anoptral m.icroscope is a variety
of the amplitude and negative phase-contrast microscope, bu•-thoe
possibility is not excluded of the emergence of pictures which are
observed in the Fuklo shadow method (knife method).
Without devoting
ourselves further on the theoretical foundation of the method, which it
is better 0 assign to our professional spticlans, it can be confirmed
again thattha'r* is considerable advantage In the anoptral mictoscopeand in particulail'1n the extremely preat depth of the field of the object,
which in an immersion system reaches a value of 2$_(in the ordinary
immersion 90 the depth of the field does nor exceed 0,4
).(Shillyabler
1951).
Having Justified for practical use hlie
excullent results-obtanied
during time lap motion picture taking' of delical•e viable processes such
as the division ef cell nuclei cC Protu':ua, aii,Vthe detection of tho most
minute details of protoplast, emerging during the division of bactoria4
there is cause to express ngain Vhi
doqre
l
r:
-.
c
w'
,a..
it.i, of
the product Ioo of this simple device by our optical hIdustry and
distributing it for sale for general use.
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